View the complete version: Just waiting for the Anesthetist.

Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 07-04-2010 12:49:28
Then it's heart ripping out time!!!! Image link
Image link
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 07-04-2010 13:35:33
can they do something by the colour aswell Vince :lol:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 07-04-2010 15:34:19
It's like sunshine on wheels!
Hilux Surf helps with global warming. :lol:
Posted by: BigBobE
Date: 07-04-2010 16:34:19
who's the next victim......
uhem, i mean patient for major surgery
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-04-2010 17:51:50
If it's like waiting for the repairs on my plumbing today ................it will be a long wait
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 07-04-2010 22:48:12
you're a bit young to need your plumbing repaired, what have you been doing to yourself? :D
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 07-04-2010 23:59:58
what ya doing now dude ? looks good what ever it is :cool:
i was going to say something earlyer but dont know what the fluck this says (Anesthetist.) :D
not kidding dudes
i know ya like a good laff and god gave me thses skills for just that :P
so come on guys whats Anesthetist say and mean :whistle:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 08-04-2010 06:48:08
An anaesthitist puts people to sleep so surgeons can remove the wrong leg/arm/kidney/vital organ.*
*Please delete as required.

other forms of anaesthtasia are available...getting completely langers for one...or in your case george taking to many la la
pills.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-04-2010 07:06:56
abecketts wrote:
you're a bit young to need your plumbing repaired, what have you been doing to yourself? :D
The heater in the hot water tank died :whistle:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 09-04-2010 12:07:57
Bio Hazard wrote:
abecketts wrote:
you're a bit young to need your plumbing repaired, what have you been doing to
yourself? :D
The heater in the hot water tank died :whistle:
Do you mean the immersion heater?
About £20 from B&Q, five minute replace-it-yourself.
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 09-04-2010 12:13:45
:lol:
I was gonna say that yesterday but I had an attack of apathy ...
:whistle:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 09-04-2010 14:24:56
I just couldn't be bothered.
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 09-04-2010 14:57:43
Bushwhacker wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
abecketts wrote:
you're a bit young to need your plumbing repaired,
what have you been doing to yourself? :D
The heater in the hot water tank died :whistle:
Do you mean the immersion heater?
About £20 from B&Q, five minute replace-it-yourself.
15 mins if you have to empty the airing cupboard. Leave it to SWMBO to put everything back, you'd only do it wrong anyway.
Dont forget to get the "ring spanner" while you're at B&Q

Brummie :whistle: :whistle: :whistle:
Posted by: BigBobE
Date: 09-04-2010 15:15:36
Brummie wrote:
Bushwhacker wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
The heater in the hot water tank died :whistle:
Do you mean the immersion heater?
About £20 from B&Q, five minute replace-it-yourself.
15 mins if you have to empty the airing cupboard. Leave it to SWMBO to put everything back, you'd only do it wrong
anyway.
Dont forget to get the "ring spanner" while you're at B&Q
Brummie :whistle: :whistle: :whistle:
dont forget to turn off your feed to cylinder, and drain it down a few inches......
can be squeeky bum time if you forget that :P
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 15-04-2010 19:13:51
Progress report if you're interested.
Image link
V8 will be going in this week-end after I've chopped all the EGR gubbins off.
Posted by: Growler
Date: 15-04-2010 20:06:19
You had the toothbrush out again Vince :)
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 15-04-2010 20:40:56
Yup, and the cotton buds...... :rolleyes:
Image link
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 15-04-2010 21:06:03
Looking good as always! You got any more planned after gwh's?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 15-04-2010 21:44:45
I do believe that the order book is filling Ross! :D
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 15-04-2010 22:39:52

Hiroler wrote:
Looking good as always! You got any more planned after gwh's?
Two more after Graham's, Lexurfs V and VI. :tired:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 16-04-2010 06:06:21
I'm confused (easily done) Is that one Gra's or the next one? (if so who's is that one?)
Nice looking job as always Vince BTW !
Al
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 16-04-2010 07:12:09
Tintin wrote:
I'm confused (easily done) Is that one Gra's or the next one? (if so who's is that one?)
Nice looking job as always Vince BTW !
Al
Thanks Al.
This one is before Graham's, it's 3LIONS' (Lexurf III)
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 16-04-2010 08:22:35
Gra's truck will be heading to Wales tonight and then the lexus tomorrow
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 16-04-2010 15:02:48
And I'm very close to a bit of wee coming out. :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 16-04-2010 18:17:04
stormforce wrote:
Gra's truck will be heading to Wales tonight and then the lexus tomorrow
What front bumper does it have on it Rich?
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 16-04-2010 18:21:01
I'm pretty sure Richard said it's got no bumpers on it Al.
It's going to be a dedicated off-roader.
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 17-04-2010 06:51:19

bugga
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 17-04-2010 07:23:26
I think it's got a normal front bumper...least I hope it has!
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 17-04-2010 12:31:28
gwh200 wrote:
I think it's got a normal front bumper...least I hope it has!
That would be ideal, No matter if it's chrome or grey or good or tatty, already got to sort out the rear on the 2.4 so i can
sell it!
And i picked up a free tubular chrome bumper the other day off a mitsi pick-up, which i aim to make fit!!
BTW what colour is the lexurf gonna be Gra?
Al
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 17-04-2010 13:01:12
:whistle:
As I understand it the colour will be pink in keeping with his feminine ways and nothing to do with matching the colour of
his eyes in the mornings ...
:whistle:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 17-04-2010 13:52:30
Predictable Bob wrote:
:whistle:
As I understand it the colour will be pink in keeping with his feminine ways and nothing to do with matching the colour
of
his eyes in the mornings ...
:whistle:
How very dare you.... :D
I've not had a drop for about eight weeks...bit of a bummer actually.
Good job I'm out tonight then!! :D
Al, Im reasonably sure that the lexurf us blue over silver. The current poomobile needs two new front tyres a d the tracking
done. Actually there's a brand new spare on the back, do one new one. I will sort that soon. After today though, feel free to
come pick it up, or come up with me one weekend when I'm home. I'm getting my new little runaround today...a 206 :/
But a w plate 2.0 litre gti thingy...it's frighteningly quick. Oh it's only done 17 miles in 3 years and i got it for £500.
:D
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 17-04-2010 13:56:05

I'm getting my new little runaround today...a 206 :/
But a w plate 2.0 litre gti thingy...it's frighteningly quick. Oh it's only done 17 miles in 3 years and i got it for £500.
:D
Gonna give that Apache bloke a race?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 17-04-2010 14:27:12
Nah...he's going to be to busy arranging flowers...but as you mentioned vince, I have this urge to get me a baseball cap. :D
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 17-04-2010 14:31:49

(

spelling
interntional )
You will also need a 'wicked' paint job, it must be a great dezign :whistle:

Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 17-04-2010 14:41:42

That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
(spelling interntional )
:whistle:
Interntional - WTF's that then ???
:devil:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 17-04-2010 14:50:41
i can sort you a grey front bumper and rear but the rear corners are dented tho if they are any use.I will sort some pics for
you Al asap
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 17-04-2010 14:55:32
Predictable Bob wrote:

That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
(spelling interntional )
:whistle:
Interntional - WTF's that then ???
:devil:
It was meant to be 'intentional', it's this ash playing havoc with me digits !!!!
well that's my excuse and I'm sticking to it !!!
Posted by: meooo
Date: 17-04-2010 16:15:33
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
Predictable Bob wrote:
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
(spelling
interntional )
:whistle:
Interntional - WTF's that then ???
:devil:
It was meant to be 'intentional', it's this ash playing havoc with me digits !!!!
well that's my excuse and I'm sticking to it !!!
Well stop smoking then :whistle:
Posted by: Apache
Date: 17-04-2010 22:01:29
I'm close to a bit of a wee too.
Thats ontly cos I drunlk shitloads today :D
Posted by: Apache
Date: 17-04-2010 22:04:19
gwh200 wrote:
Nah...he's going to be to busy arranging flowers...but as you mentioned vince, I have this urge to get me
a baseball cap. :D
GTis are slow - all of them are, compared tp my thing. Feckin pussies, the lot of ye!
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 09:19:29
gwh200 wrote:
Predictable Bob wrote:
:whistle:

As I understand it the colour will be pink in keeping with his feminine ways and nothing to do with matching the
colour of
his eyes in the mornings ...
:whistle:
How very dare you.... :D
I've not had a drop for about eight weeks...bit of a bummer actually.
Good job I'm out tonight then!! :D
Al, Im reasonably sure that the lexurf us blue over silver. The current poomobile needs two new front tyres a d the
tracking
done. Actually there's a brand new spare on the back, do one new one. I will sort that soon. After today though, feel free
to
come pick it up, or come up with me one weekend when I'm home. I'm getting my new little runaround today...a 206 :/
But a w plate 2.0 litre gti thingy...it's frighteningly quick. Oh it's only done 17 miles in 3 years and i got it for £500.
:D
Love to mate, just let me know what/whens best for you! (i'm busy next saturday)
can you tell me the tyre size off yours, i've got a couple of good tyres in the lockup (doubt they'll be the right size
knowing my luck)
Love to meet up and catch up, let me know when you're down south !
Alan
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 09:21:24
stormforce wrote:
i can sort you a grey front bumper and rear but the rear corners are dented tho if they are any use.I
will sort some pics for you Al asap
That would be great Rich.
I know you've got a lot going on at the mo', with your truck etc, so no rush.
Alan
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 18-04-2010 09:47:19
the front bumper is off already and just need to take the rear off.Make an offer on them both and its yours.The postage will
be £25 tho
bear in mind they aren't perfect tho but will do just to put on to sell and if your not to bothered about dents inthe rear
corners
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 09:50:35
stormforce wrote:
the front bumper is off already and just need to take the rear off.Make an offer on them both and its
yours.The postage will be £25 tho
bear in mind they aren't perfect tho but will do just to put on to sell and if your not to bothered about dents inthe rear
corners
I have absolutely no idea what they go for Rich!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Just pm me a price inc postage and we'll see if we can do a deal!
Al

Posted by: stormforce
Date: 18-04-2010 09:58:58
tell you what because of the overall condition £50 the pair delivered.The rear centre isn't to bad
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 10:54:30
Done, thankyou Rich.
Will sort paypal. Let you know when its done.
Alan
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 18-04-2010 12:14:12
once you get them let me know if they will be ok for you and if not i'll refund some dosh for you
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 13:09:25
stormforce wrote:
once you get them let me know if they will be ok for you and if not i'll refund some dosh for
you
As long as they are not full of large holes they should be fine mate.
i'm thinking of painting them in grey to match my truck, would look unusual but could be nice.
then i'll have a chrome front left over to go on the new truck when Gra takes the winch bumper off.
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 18-04-2010 13:21:31
they are both grey anyway but just need tidying up more than anything and the corners dents knocked out
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 17:38:59
sweeeeeeet.
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 18-04-2010 18:25:50
Let me know your paypal details please Rich.
Cheers
Alan
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 18-04-2010 19:02:03
that would help wouldn't it
Stormforce1067's e-mail address.
i'll get them sorted later in the week for you Al
Posted by: Tintin

Date: 19-04-2010 06:45:31
Let me know when you get the funds mate (sent this morning!)
Alan
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 19-04-2010 07:43:36
Thanks Al funds come through ok.I'll sort them this week for you.Thanks mate
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 19-04-2010 16:23:37
Cheers mate!
Did you find out where in london you need that truck collected from?
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 19-04-2010 18:11:13
yea its in a place called Cheshire no where near London... :lol:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 20-04-2010 06:00:05
:whistle: :whistle:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 20-04-2010 18:39:22
:doh: :duh: :lol: :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 29-04-2010 15:11:47
Any news on the bumpers mate??
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 29-04-2010 15:31:38
be with you tuesday AL
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 29-04-2010 17:27:06
cheers darlin'
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 06-05-2010 20:16:22
Image link
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 06-05-2010 23:42:50

Ooohhhhhh.......I'm getting a bit excited....and it's not even mine. :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 07-05-2010 09:50:31
stormforce wrote:
be with you tuesday AL
no sign yet baby!!!!!!!!
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 07-05-2010 15:55:23
Is this a party line?
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 07-05-2010 17:58:36
As long as it's not a Labour party line we'll be ok.

Sorry for the thread hijack Vince!!
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 18:29:58
How are things progressing with this one Vince?
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 04-06-2010 19:13:17
Just got to connect the wiring then MOT it.
I've redone the stripes on the valve covers/plenum from sickly orange to red.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-06-2010 19:28:25
I'm not getting excited vince...much.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 19:34:20
I quite liked that orange colour, personally. :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-06-2010 19:43:31
Matt wrote:
I quite liked that orange colour, personally. :D

It was a bit gay....hmm...gay ...orange...does it,ahem,toss ? :lol:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 19:48:06
There's nowt wrong with orange. It's a distinguished colour. :whistle:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 04-06-2010 20:15:56
It wasn't very nice, it looked like I was trying to match the truck colour, which I was to be honest, but I wasn't happy with
it and If I didn't change it I'd always have this 'what if' thought in the back of my mind.
Anyway, I'm happy with the latest look.
Image link
Still got a couple of things to button up, coolant hoses and wrap the loom etc.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 20:21:43
That does look sexy. :thumbs:
p.s: Wipe your drool Gra. :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-06-2010 20:22:45
how long has it taken you to get to this stage vince...8 years ? :lol:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-06-2010 20:25:51
And why isnt the wiring all over the passenger seat... :D
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 20:27:39
Bitchy... :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-06-2010 20:30:42
Well...ive ben reading a few posts from different forums, and it all makes rather enlightning reading.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-06-2010 20:34:10
There are some good stories out there, aren't there. One chap has dedicated a site to the particular, ahem, problems he found
after getting his truck back from them, if I recall correctly. That site is linked to somewhere over on HPOC.
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 04-06-2010 20:35:41

gwh200 wrote:
And why isnt the wiring all over the passenger seat... :D
The worrying thing about that, is that other truck has a very expensive, plug and play loom from Australia, so there
shouldn't really be any wires on show. :|
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 05-06-2010 07:15:08
gwh200 wrote:
And why isnt the wiring all over the passenger seat... :D
Cos it's not an 'unfinished prototype'
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-06-2010 23:17:10
Scrubs up nice doesn't it? :D
Image link
Image link
Nice arse!
Image link
Time to close the lid on this one... oops, just noticed the lack of loom tape in the corner there. :whistle:
Image link
Front end tidied up and new crystal style headlight lights fitted.
Image link
If you're wondering, they're Landcruiser alloys, -20 off-set.
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 01-07-2010 00:08:50
Yet another fantastic job Vince. Its feck off gorgeous. I want one! just have to win the lottery first.
Brummie
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 01-07-2010 00:44:58
Where's the AFM?
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 01-07-2010 00:50:21
Albannach wrote:
Where's the AFM?
Underneath, it spoils the look otherwise. I just rotated the housing 180*
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-07-2010 05:46:58
Looking good vince. Looking very good.
Posted by: TobyJug
Date: 01-07-2010 08:10:00

lovely....
I love that colour Surf..... looks awesome...
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-07-2010 10:17:49
Does this mean....oh no...a little bit of wee just came out. :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 01-07-2010 20:39:05
gwh200 wrote:
Does this mean....oh no...a little bit of wee just came out. :D
:lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol:
:lol:
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 01-07-2010 21:56:22
gwh200 wrote:
Does this mean....oh no...a little bit of wee just came out. :D
It's your age mate.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-07-2010 21:59:57
Albannach wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Does this mean....oh no...a little bit of wee just came out. :D
It's your age mate.
i know Andy...im sorry. :D
Posted by: si tate
Date: 01-07-2010 22:19:32
Yet another work of art vince, top top job.
I tip my hat to you sir. :D
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 11-07-2010 20:32:37
Just remembered I had these exhaust pics on my phone, twin (unbalanced) 2.25" pipes with two Spin tech (google) chambered
'mufflers' and 3"stainless outlets.
Image link
Image link
Image link
Sounds like this...(only a few seconds, I think Craig had just gone to bed at the time) :whistle:

Posted by: chillitt
Date: 11-07-2010 20:35:27
Holy Crap!!! :devilish:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 12-07-2010 04:52:21
Look out Sussex Gra will be weeing everywhere !!!
Nice one Vince

